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ions, and vice versa. We show that if helical electromagnetic fields are coherently produced
in the early universe, their remnants source a field velocity to the coupled axions and enhance
the relic abundance of axion dark matter. We discuss the implications for the QCD axion
and axion-like particles that are coupled to the SM or hidden gauge groups. For a QCD
axion coupled to hidden photons, we find that the conventional window for the axion decay
constant 108 GeV . f . 1012 GeV can be completely closed due to overproduction of axion
dark matter by helical electromagnetic fields as little as α∆Neff & 10−12, where α is the
gauge coupling and ∆Neff is the effective extra relativistic degrees of freedom of the hidden
photons.
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1 Introduction

Physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) can contain additional approximate global
U(1) symmetries, that are spontaneously broken to yield pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons
(PNGBs). Perhaps the most famous example is the QCD axion [1, 2] arising from the breaking
of the Peccei-Quinn U(1) symmetry [3] introduced for solving the strong CP problem. Low-
energy effective field theories emerging from string theory also suggest the presence of axion-
like particles [4–6]. Such PNGBs, which we collectively refer to as axions, are typically light
and couple very weakly to normal matter, and thus provide a viable dark matter candidate.

The QCD axion obtains its mass through the coupling θGG̃ to the gluons. However in
general, axions may possess couplings θF F̃ with other gauge fields either within the SM or in
a hidden sector, Abelian or non-Abelian. Here, the product of the gauge field strength and
its dual corresponds to a dot product of the electric and magnetic fields, i.e., FF̃ ∝ E · B.
This indicates that the dynamics of an axion can be modified in a background of helical
electromagnetic fields.

Recently there is growing interest in the possibility that gauge fields were excited in the
early universe. Cosmological production of the SM photon has long been a topic of study
with the aim of explaining the origin of the galactic and intergalactic magnetic fields [7–9].
Nowadays, various kinds of gauge fields are also studied as a source of gravitational waves, as
dark radiation, vector dark matter, in the context of anisotropic inflation, and so on. There is
also a large literature on production mechanisms that spontaneously violate parity, in which
case the resulting gauge particles can form helical electromagnetic fields; see e.g. [10–14].
Such a parity-odd gauge field background will, in turn, have a non-trivial effect on axions.
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In this paper we analyze the dynamics of the QCD axion and axion-like fields in the
presence of helical electromagnetic fields. If the helical fields are coherently excited in the
early universe, it gives an effective linear potential to the axion via the coupling θF F̃ , which
forces the axion field to roll in one direction. We show that the FF̃ background has the net
effect of increasing the relic abundance of axion dark matter, and therefore can completely
transform the parameter window where axions are compatible with cosmology. Since an
E · B composed of the SM photons vanishes in the reheating epoch as the conductivity of
the universe rises and the electric fields short out, in this paper we will mainly focus on U(1)
gauge fields in a hidden sector, and show that hidden electromagnetic fields can significantly
modify the axion window. However, the SM electromagnetic fields can also have strong effects
if the reheating temperature is sufficiently low.

Before proceeding with our analysis, we should remark that the possibility of helical
fields affecting the axion dynamics was first pointed out in [15]. However this work studies
the effect in a universe with vanishing electric fields and argues that the axion obtains a
significant velocity by helical magnetic fields alone, even though in such a case there is no
coherent FF̃ and so there should be no source for the axion velocity. We explicitly show
that electric fields are necessary for affecting the axion dynamics, in disagreement with [15].
Similar conclusions on this point were reached in [16, 17], which studied helical SM magnetic
fields in a conducting cosmological plasma (and hence with tiny electric fields) and found the
effect on the QCD axion to be negligible. Let us also mention that, besides electromagnetic
fields, there can be other effects that source a velocity to the axion field in the early universe
and modify the conventional axion window. These include axion potentials with multiple
hierarchically separated periods [18, 19], shift-symmetric couplings to gravity [20], derivative
couplings to other coherent scalar fields such as the inflaton [21, 22], and an explicit breaking
of the shift symmetry by higher-dimensional operators [23–25].

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we give general discussions on the
axion dynamics in a background of helical electromagnetic fields. In section 3 we explicitly
compute the effect of the helical fields on the relic abundance of axion-like particles and
the QCD axion, and show how the parameter windows are affected. We conclude with a
discussion of directions for further research in section 4. In the appendix we analyze the
cosmological evolution of helical electromagnetic fields.

2 Axion dynamics with helical electromagnetic fields

We consider an axion coupled to a U(1) gauge field,

L√
−g

= −1
2f

2gµν∂µθ∂νθ −m2f2 (1− cos θ) + α

8πθFµνF̃
µν . (2.1)

Here the axion is written as a dimensionless angle θ, in terms of which the distance between
the adjacent vacua is ∆θ = 2π. The mass m may or may not depend on the cosmic temper-
ature, and f is the axion decay constant. The U(1) gauge field can be either the SM photon
or a hidden photon, α is a dimensionless gauge coupling and can have either sign, and the
dual field strength is

F̃µν = 1
2η

µνρσFρσ. (2.2)

Here ηµνρσ = εµνρσ/
√
−g is a totally antisymmetric pseudotensor with the Levi-Civita symbol

normalized as |ε0123| = 1.
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Throughout this paper we consider cases where the global U(1) is already broken by the
end of inflation, and continues to be broken in the post-inflationary epoch. Thus we impose

f >
Hinf
2π , Tmax, (2.3)

where Hinf is the Hubble rate during inflation, Tmax is the highest temperature achieved
in the post-inflationary universe, and for simplicity we identified the symmetry breaking
scale with the decay constant. The inflationary expansion sets the axion field to be spatially
homogeneous throughout the observable universe, and gives rise to the vacuum misalignment
scenario [26–28] for axion dark matter.

However, the basic picture of the vacuum misalignment becomes modified in the pres-
ence of a coherent FF̃ background, because the θF F̃ coupling sources an effective linear
potential for the axion. This is also seen in the axion’s equation of motion. Fixing the metric
to a flat FRW,

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dx2, (2.4)

the equation of motion for a homogeneous axion field reads

0 = θ̈ + 3Hθ̇ +m2 sin θ − α

8π
FF̃

f2 . (2.5)

Here, an overdot denotes a t-derivative, and H = ȧ/a. Before studying this equation in
detail, we first discuss the physical meaning of FF̃ .

2.1 Helical electromagnetic fields in the SM and hidden sector

The term FF̃ can be written as a dot product of electric and magnetic fields,

FµνF̃
µν = −4EµBµ, (2.6)

where
Eµ = uνF

µν , Bµ = 1
2η

µνρσuσFνρ, (2.7)

are the fields measured by a comoving observer with 4-velocity uµ (uµuµ = −1, ui = 0; we
use Latin letters to denote spatial indices). Even for a hidden U(1), we refer to the quantities
in (2.7) as the ‘electric’ and ‘magnetic’ fields. As can be understood by noting that FF̃ is
parity-odd, a nonvanishing E ·B implies an asymmetry between the two circular polarization
states, and hence such electromagnetic fields are referred to as ‘helical’ fields.

The energy density in the gauge field is a sum of the electromagnetic fields squared,1
ρA = (EµEµ + BµB

µ)/2. Then, noting that (Eµ ± Bµ)(Eµ ± Bµ) ≥ 0, one finds that the
magnitude of the product E ·B is bounded by the energy density,

|EµBµ| ≤ ρA . (2.8)

Even if an electric field composed of the SM photons (or hypercharge gauge bosons)
is produced in the early universe, it gets shorted out during the reheating epoch as the
conductivity of the universe rises, after which FF̃ also vanishes. (For a discussion on the

1This can be checked by varying the gauge kinetic term −FF/4 with respect to the metric to obtain the
energy-momentum tensor. Note that the interaction term θF F̃ does not contribute to the energy-momentum
tensor.
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evolution of the conductivity, see e.g. [7].) However, SM electric fields may still survive
until rather late times, if the reheating temperature is low, and also if the decay of the
inflaton happens abruptly as in some models of preheating [29] instead of gradually through
a perturbative decay. On the other hand, primordial electric fields composed of hidden
photons that are decoupled from the SM remain intact during reheating, unless particles
charged under the hidden U(1) are also produced. In the following we will mainly consider
helical electromagnetic fields composed of hidden photons, however the analyses will also
apply to the SM photon until the time when the electric field disappears.

If the U(1) gauge field is a hidden photon, then it behaves as extra radiation and
contributes to the effective extra relativistic degrees of freedom of the universe via

∆NA = 8
7

(11
4

)4/3 ρA
ργ
, (2.9)

with ργ being the energy density in the SM photon. With this expression in mind, we can
parameterize the amplitude of the dot product of the electric and magnetic fields as

∆NE·B ≡
8
7

(11
4

)4/3 |EµBµ|
ργ

≤ ∆NA . 10−1, (2.10)

where the first inequality arises from (2.8) and is saturated for maximally helical fields.
The second inequality shows the current constraint on extra radiation from CMB measure-
ments [30]. After the electron-positron annihilation, the SM photon energy density redshifts
as ργ ∝ a−4. Hence if E · B also redshifts in a radiation-like manner of E · B ∝ a−4, then
∆NE·B is time-independent.2 However E · B can also exhibit other redshifting behaviors,
depending on how the helical fields were originally produced.

In the following analyses we assume the helical electromagnetic fields to have been
coherently produced in the early universe, and discuss their consequence for axions. A toy
example of a gauge field theory that produces helical fields is discussed in appendix A, where
we also analyze the redshifting behaviors of the helical fields after being produced.

2.2 Induced axion velocity
Upon solving the equation of motion (2.5), let us for the moment ignore the axion potential,
namely, we set m = 0. We further suppose that the background universe has a constant
equation of state w, and that FF̃ is homogeneous and redshifts with some power of the scale
factor,

H ∝ a−
3(w+1)

2 , F F̃ ∝ a−n. (2.11)

Then the equation of motion (2.5) can be solved to yield the axion velocity as

θ̇ =
{
−n+ 3(w + 3)

2

}−1 α

8π
FF̃

f2H
+Ka−3, (2.12)

where we have assumed n 6= 3(w + 3)/2, and K is an arbitrary constant. Without the
source term, i.e. FF̃ = 0, any initial velocity quickly decays away as θ̇ ∝ a−3 as for any
massless scalar in an expanding universe. However in the presence of an FF̃ background, the

2If the dot product continues to redshift as EµBµ ∝ a−4 until today, its present-day amplitude in Gauss
(although these are electromagnetic fields in a hidden sector) is |EµBµ|0 ∼ (10−6 G)2∆NE·B in Heaviside-
Lorentz units.
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axion picks up a contribution θ̇ ∝ αFF̃/f2H. This redshifts slower than a−3 and eventually
dominates the axion velocity if n < 3(w + 3)/2, which is satisfied, e.g., with n = 4 in a
decelerating universe.3

The assumption of a negligible axion potential is justified if, in the equation of mo-
tion (2.5), the tilt of the FF̃ -induced linear potential is larger than that of the axion potential.
This condition is written under |sin θ| ∼ 1 as∣∣∣∣∣ α8π FF̃f2

∣∣∣∣∣ > m2. (2.13)

The axion potential can be neglected also if the induced kinetic energy of the axion
ρθ kin = f2θ̇2/2 is larger than the height of the periodic axion potential 2m2f2, i.e.,∣∣∣∣∣ α8π FF̃f2

∣∣∣∣∣ > mH, (2.14)

where for simplicity we have assumed |n− 3(w+ 3)/2| ∼ 1 and K = 0 in (2.12) for the axion
velocity, and dropped order-unity factors. This condition implies that the axion is indeed
able to go over the maxima of its periodic potential.

One may wonder what happens when only one of (2.13) or (2.14) is satisfied. In the
case of mH < |αFF̃/8πf2| < m2 (which necessarily entails H < m), the time it takes for the
axion to move over the period of its potential ∆t = 2π/|θ̇| with velocity |θ̇| ∼ |αFF̃/8πf2H|,
is shorter than the oscillation period 2π/m along the axion potential. This suggests that
by averaging over a time interval shorter than 2π/m, the axion potential in the equation
of motion vanishes, i.e. 〈m2 sin θ〉 ≈ 0, and thus it can be neglected. On the other hand
if m2 < |αFF̃/8πf2| < mH, the axion moves less than 2π in a Hubble time; in this case
the axion moves with velocity |θ̇| ∼ |αFF̃/8πf2H| but is trapped in a potential well over
cosmological time scales.

Thus in summary, a coherent FF̃ background sources an axion velocity of

|θ̇| ∼
∣∣∣∣∣ α8π FF̃

f2H

∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.15)

given that its amplitude is as large as∣∣∣∣∣ α8π FF̃f2

∣∣∣∣∣ > min.{m2,mH}. (2.16)

2.3 Backreaction from the axion

The axion can backreact to the gauge field, as a rolling axion itself induces excitation of the
coupled gauge field. The effect becomes significant when the factor in front of FF̃ in the

3In the main part of the work [15], electric fields are considered to be zero and so is FF̃ , and hence they
make no mention of the specific solution |θ̇| ∼ |αFF̃/8πf2H|. The problem with their analysis is that they fix
the integration constant by hand such that it depends on the magnetic helicity HB as K ∝ αHB/f2. In this
way they arrive at the incorrect conclusion that an axion velocity is induced by helical magnetic fields alone.
They further argue that the relic abundance of the QCD axion depends linearly on the magnetic helicity,
however we show in section 3.2 that it actually depends on the amplitude of E ·B with fractional powers.
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action (2.1) varies by a factor of order unity or larger within a Hubble time [10–13]. This
condition can be written, using (2.15), as∣∣∣∣∣ α8π θ̇

H

∣∣∣∣∣ ∼
(
α

8π

)2 |FF̃ |
f2H2 > 1. (2.17)

This is equivalent to saying that the induced kinetic energy of the axion is larger than |FF̃ |.
A coherent FF̃ as large as (2.17) moves the axion rapidly in one direction, which in turn is
expected to produce gauge bosons with momenta typically of order the Hubble scale at that
time. This process should slow down the axion velocity, and also implies the cascading of
the power of FF̃ towards higher momenta. A detailed study of the axion electrodynamics in
such a regime will likely require lattice studies and is beyond the scope of this work, however
it would be very interesting to investigate the possibility of the axion-induced UV cascade of
helical electromagnetic fields.4

2.4 Onset of axion oscillation

In the conventional vacuum misalignment scenario without an FF̃ background, the axion field
stays frozen at some initial value while H > m, then begins to oscillate about a potential
minimum when H ∼ m. Henceforth we use the subscript “m” to denote quantities at the
time the Hubble rate becomes equal to the axion mass (note that the mass may also vary in
time),

Hm = mm. (2.18)

The energy density of the axion at the onset of the oscillation is

ρθm = b (m2f2θ2)m, (2.19)

where the cosine potential has been expanded around zero assuming |θm| . 1, and b is a
factor of order unity. From then on, the axion oscillates and its particle number is conserved,
so the physical number density nθ = ρθ/m redshifts as a−3. The relic abundance today is
thus obtained as

ρθ0 = m0nθ0 = bm0mmf
2θ2
m

(
am
a0

)3
, (2.20)

where the subscript “0” is used to denote quantities in the present universe.
Now, in the presence of an FF̃ background, given that both H/m and |FF̃/mH| mono-

tonically decrease in time, there are two possible scenarios. The first is the case where the
condition (2.16) is never satisfied after the time of H = m. It may have been satisfied while
H > m, however this merely moves the axion field prior to the onset of the oscillation. Hence
the effect of FF̃ can be absorbed by a shift in the value of θm, and the axion’s relic abundance
is given by (2.20).

The story is drastically modified if the condition (2.16) continues to hold after the time
of H = m, namely, if ∣∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )m

f2

∣∣∣∣∣ > m2
m. (2.21)

4If |(α/8π)(θ̇/H)| is sufficiently larger than unity during inflation, it can also generate large non-
Gaussianities in the curvature perturbation and/or violate perturbativity, see e.g. [31, 32]. We also note
that, while here we discussed the backreaction from the rolling axion, gauge field excitations may also happen
during the oscillatory phase [33, 34].
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In this case the axion continues to move in one direction with the velocity (2.15) even at
times when H < m, until the condition (2.16) is saturated when |αFF̃/8πf2| becomes equal
to mH; we denote quantities then by the subscript “tr”, namely,∣∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )tr

f2

∣∣∣∣∣ = (mH)tr . (2.22)

At this time the axion’s kinetic and potential energies become comparable, and hence the
axion gets trapped in its potential well and begins to oscillate about a minimum. Supposing
that upon trapping the axion field is displaced from the nearest potential minimum by |θtr−
θmin| ∼ 1, the axion’s energy density is written as

ρθ tr = cm2
trf

2, (2.23)

with c being a factor of order unity. Hereafter we can follow the same steps as for the
conventional misalignment scenario, and obtain the relic abundance as

ρθ0 = cm0mtrf
2
(
atr
a0

)3
. (2.24)

Comparing this result with (2.20), one sees that the net effect of an FF̃ background satis-
fying (2.21) is to enhance the axion relic abundance by delaying the onset of the oscillation
from when H ∼ m to the time of trapping described by (2.22).

We should remark that the approximation (2.24) with c ∼ 1 can break down if the coef-
ficient |n−3(w+ 3)/2|−1 in (2.12) that we have dropped is much larger (smaller) than unity;
in such cases the time of the trapping will deviate from (2.22), leading to an enhancement
(suppression) of the final abundance. In addition, if |θtr−θmin| ≈ π, then the relic abundance
will be enhanced by anharmonic effects [35, 36] (the same is true for the expression (2.20)
for the conventional scenario).

2.5 Numerical example
We verified the axion dynamics discussed above by numerically solving the equation of mo-
tion (2.5), whose results are shown in figure 1. Here we have set the background Hubble
parameter and helical fields to redshift following the form of (2.11), with powers w = 1/3
and n = 4. We took the axion mass to be a constant, and started the computation from the
time when H = 103m, with an initial condition θini = 1 and velocity (2.12) with K = 0. The
time evolution of the axion field is shown in the left panel as a function of a/am, in log-linear
scale. Here we have limited the displayed range to −π ≤ θ ≤ π by identifying the points
θ = ±π, so that the minimum around which the axion eventually oscillates is θ = 0. Shown
are three cases in which the FF̃ amplitude, parameterized as

Rm =
∣∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )m

m2f2

∣∣∣∣∣ , (2.25)

is chosen as Rm � 0.1 (black curve), Rm = 0.3 (orange), and Rm = 10 (red). This param-
eterization is introduced such that the condition (2.21) corresponds to Rm > 1. The results
displayed in this subsection are independent of the exact values of αFF̃ , m, f , etc. However
we note that we have chosen the sign as αFF̃ > 0, which forces the axion to move towards
the positive direction. For Rm � 0.1, it is seen that the effect of FF̃ is negligible and the
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Rm

10

103

105

n θ

Figure 1. Left: time evolution of the axion angle as a function of the scale factor, in log-linear scale.
The upper and lower edges are identified. The amplitude of FF̃ is varied, in terms of the normalized
quantity (2.25), as Rm � 0.1 (black curve), Rm = 0.3 (orange), and Rm = 10 (red). The dot-dashed
vertical line shows when a = am, and the red dashed vertical line is a = atr for Rm = 10. When FF̃
is sufficiently large, the axion is forced to move through multiple periods, and the onset of the axion
oscillation is delayed. Right: normalized comoving number density of the axion in the asymptotic
future, as a function of Rm. The blue dots show the numerical results, while the black dashed and
red solid lines show analytic estimates. See the text for details.

axion dynamics is the same as in the conventional misalignment scenario, in which the axion
begins to oscillate at around a = am, indicated by the dot-dashed vertical line. For Rm = 0.3,
the axion also begins oscillating at a ∼ am, however until the oscillation the FF̃ background
forces the axion to move away from its initial position. The case of Rm = 10 satisfies (2.21),
and the axion moves through multiple periods until the time a = atr, which is indicated by
the red dashed vertical line. Further increasing Rm yields an even larger separation between
am and atr.

We also carried out the computations for a wide range of values for Rm; in the right
panel we plot the comoving axion number density (∝ nθa

3) evaluated after the axion has
begun its oscillation and the number become conserved, as a function of Rm (the sign is
chosen as αFF̃ > 0). The numerical results are shown as the blue dots, and the comoving
number density in the y-axis is normalized as

ñθ = nθ
mf2

(
a

am

)3
. (2.26)

One can also analytically calculate this quantity using (2.20) and (2.24) with w = 1/3, n = 4,
and by setting θm = b = c = 1, as

ñθ =
{ 1 for Rm < 1, (2.27)

R
6

2n−3(w+1)
m = R3/2

m for Rm ≥ 1. (2.28)

These are shown in the plot as the black dashed and red solid lines, respectively. One sees
that the analytic expressions with b = 1 and c = 1 are consistent at the order-of-magnitude
level with the numerical results in the asymptotic regions Rm � 1 and Rm � 1.

The oscillatory behavior of ñθ, which is most prominent around Rm ∼ 1, is due to the
FF̃ background shifting the misalignment angle with a periodicity of 2π; such an effect is
not captured in the analytic estimate where we have fixed the misalignment to unity for
simplicity. The oscillation peaks of ñθ correspond to the axion being placed near the hilltop
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θ = ±π at the onset of the oscillation, which gives anharmonic enhancements to the relic
abundance. We remark that, since we have carried out the computations only for a finite
number of values of Rm, the plot does not fully uncover the shape of the anharmonic peaks.
Note also that in the extremely anharmonic region, axionic domain walls are expected to
form, and thus one will have to include spatial inhomogeneities into the analyses. We should
also mention that, as one increases Rm much beyond unity, the backreaction from the axion
will become non-negligible at Rm > 8π/|α|, as can be seen from the criteria (2.17).

3 Axion relic abundance

3.1 Constant-mass axion

As the simplest example, we begin by considering an axion whose mass m is a constant
parameter. We assume this axion to be coupled to hidden photons that make up helical
electromagnetic fields. Moreover, to make our discussion concrete, we assume the helical
fields to redshift in a radiation-like manner, i.e.,

FF̃ ∝ a−4. (3.1)

We also suppose the universe at the time of H = m to be dominated by radiation, and the
entropy of the universe to be conserved thereafter, so that the entropy density redshifts as
s ∝ a−3. These assumptions allow us to write (FF̃ )m = (FF̃ )0(sm/s0)4/3. Further noting
that the Hubble rate and the entropy density during radiation domination are expressed in
terms of the cosmic temperature as

3M2
PlH

2 ' ρrad = π2

30g∗(T )T 4, s = 2π2

45 g∗s(T )T 3, (3.2)

the entropy density at H = m can be written as

sm =
(

128π2

45

)1/4
g∗s(Tm)
g∗(Tm)3/4 (mMPl)3/2. (3.3)

Thus the condition (2.21) for the helical fields to delay the onset of the axion oscillation is
translated into a lower bound on the field values today,

∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )0

∣∣∣∣ > ( 45
128π2

)1/3 g∗(Tm)
g∗s(Tm)4/3

f2s
4/3
0

M2
Pl

. (3.4)

Under this condition atr > am, and hence one can also solve for str by combining (2.22),
that is,

mHtr =
∣∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )tr

f2

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )0

f2

∣∣∣∣∣
(
str
s0

)4/3
, (3.5)

with (3.2) which can be used to rewriteHtr in terms of str. Then substituting (atr/a0)3=s0/str
into (2.24) gives

ρθ0 = c

(
128π2

45

)1/4
g∗s(Ttr)
g∗(Ttr)3/4

∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )0

∣∣∣∣3/2 m1/2M
3/2
Pl

fs0
, (3.6)
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where the power 3/2 of the |αFF̃ | term corresponds to that ofRm in the expression (2.28). We
can further rewrite |FF̃ |0 in terms of ∆NE·B defined in (2.10), by noting that ∆NE·B becomes
constant after the electron-positron annihilation due to the assumption of FF̃ ∝ a−4. Then,
plugging in numbers for the physical constants and cosmological parameters, and also setting
c ∼ 1 and g∗s/g3/4

∗ ∼ 1, the axion abundance (3.6) and the condition (3.4) are written as

Ωθh
2 ∼ 10−1

( |α|∆NE·B
10−2

)3/2 ( f

1017 GeV

)−1 ( m

10−22 eV

)1/2

for |α|∆NE·B & 10−2
(

f

1017 GeV

)2
.

(3.7)

Here the abundance is expressed in units of the present value of the critical density, and
h is the dimensionless Hubble parameter. Here and below ∆NE·B is the value after the
electron-positron annihilation, and note that the axion abundance depends on the helical
fields through the combination |α|∆NE·B.

On the other hand, if the amplitude of the helical fields is small enough such that (2.21)
is not satisfied, then the conventional vacuum misalignment scenario is recovered. The abun-
dance is computed as (2.20), giving the familiar result [37],

Ωθh
2∼ 10−1 θ2

m

(
f

1017 GeV

)2( m

10−22 eV

)1/2
for |α|∆NE·B . 10−2

(
f

1017 GeV

)2
. (3.8)

Note that if |α|∆NE·B is non-zero, the misalignment angle θm when the axion begins to
oscillate can be different from the value at earlier times, say, at the end of inflation.

One can collectively write the axion abundance in the two regimes (3.7) and (3.8) as:

Ωθh
2 ∼ 10−1

(
m

10−22 eV

)1/2 ( f

1017 GeV

)−1 [
max.

{( |α|∆NE·B
10−2

)
,

(
f

1017 GeV

)2}]3/2

,

(3.9)
where we have ignored the possibility of a fine-tuned initial angle and thus set θ2

m ∼ 1 in (3.8).
This expression clearly shows that helical electromagnetic fields, when large enough, have the
effect of increasing the axion abundance.

Let us also assess the backreaction from the axion to the gauge field. With FF̃ ∝ a−4,
the ratio FF̃/H2 stays more or less constant during radiation domination, hence we evaluate
the backreaction condition (2.17) at the time of the trapping (2.22). (Note that this condition
can be satisfied only by helical fields large enough to delay the axion oscillation, i.e. (2.21),
unless |α| exceeds 8π.) Supposing FF̃ ∝ s4/3 to hold after the trapping, and rewriting s in
terms of H using (3.2), we obtain∣∣∣∣∣ FF̃f2H2

∣∣∣∣∣
tr

=
(

128π2

45

)1/3
g∗s(Ttr)4/3

g∗(Ttr)
|FF̃ |0M2

Pl

f2s
4/3
0

. (3.10)

Using this and setting g4/3
∗s /g∗ ∼ 1, one finds that the backreaction is non-negligible if

α2∆NE·B &
(

f

1017 GeV

)2
. (3.11)

Note that the strength of backreaction depends on α2∆NE·B, while the axion abundance is
set by α∆NE·B.
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Figure 2. Window of constant-mass axions in the presence of helical electromagnetic fields. Axes are
the axion decay constant and mass, and the amplitude of the helical fields are taken as |α|∆NE·B =
10−10 (left panel), 10−5 (right). The axion makes up the entire dark matter density on the black
dashed line. The helical fields enhance the axion abundance on the left side of the red solid line, and
overproduces axion dark matter in the red region. The blue region shows where axion dark matter
is overproduced in the conventional vacuum misalignment scenario, unless the misalignment angle is
tuned. Backreactions from the axion to the helical fields are non-negligible on the left side of the
purple dotted (dot-dashed) lines for |α| = 10−4 (10−2).

In figure 2, we show the axion window in terms of f and m. The left panel is the
case with |α|∆NE·B = 10−10, and the right is |α|∆NE·B = 10−5. The lower edge of the
blue region shows the parameter combinations in the conventional misalignment scenario
(cf. (3.8)) for which an axion makes up the entire dark matter abundance, i.e. Ωθh

2 ≈ 0.1,
with an initial angle |θm| ≈ 1. Inside the blue region, the axion gives too much dark matter
in the universe, unless the initial angle takes fine-tuned values of |θm| � 1 (the “anthropic
window”). The condition of (2.21) is satisfied in the left side of the red solid line, where
the onset of the axion oscillation is delayed by the helical electromagnetic fields and thus
the relic abundance is given by (3.7). Here, Ωθh

2 ≈ 0.1 is realized on the lower edge of the
red region, while inside the red region axion dark matter is overproduced. The parameter
window affected by the helical fields expands to larger f with increasing |α|∆NE·B. Putting
together the regions affected/unaffected by the helical fields, the black dashed line shows
where Ωθh

2 ≈ 0.1 without a fine-tuned initial condition. However we should remark that the
backreaction from the axion to the helical fields becomes non-negligible, i.e. (3.11), on the left
side of the purple dotted line for |α| = 10−4, and the purple dot-dashed line for |α| = 10−2.
(For these values of |α|, the choices of |α|∆NE·B in the plots imply ∆NE·B ≤ 10−1, being
compatible with the observational constraint (2.10) on extra radiation. The rate of decay
of the axion into hidden photons via (α/8π)θF F̃ is also small such that the axion lifetime
is longer than the age of the universe in the entire parameter range shown in the plots.)
As the gauge coupling |α| becomes larger, the strong-backreaction region spreads towards
larger f . Here the axion is expected to induce a UV cascading of the helical fields and thus
the calculation (3.7) of the abundance may become invalid.5 We also note that in the plots

5The calculation may also break down when ∆NE·B is so large that the hidden photon and/or the axion
dominate over the SM radiation already in the early universe, hence violating our assumption of radiation
domination at H = m.
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we have used the order-of-magnitude estimates (3.7) and (3.8), which ignore the possibility
of the initial misalignment angle and |α|FF̃ conspiring to give anharmonic enhancements of
the axion abundance, as depicted by the oscillation peaks in the right panel of figure 1. This
effect can further transform the axion window.

Let us also comment on the implication for ultralight axion dark matter [37, 38] with
m . 10−21 eV, which is constrained by studies of the Lyman-α forest [39–41] and galaxy
rotation curves [42]. For axions in this mass regime to make up most of the dark matter, the
conventional misalignment scenario requires f & 1017 GeV. However with an FF̃ background,
axions with much smaller decay constants can also account for ultralight dark matter and
leave distinct signatures in the small-scale structures of the universe.

3.2 QCD axion
We now study the impact of an FF̃ background on the QCD axion [1–3], whose mass depends
on the cosmic temperature approximately as

m(T ) '

λm0

(ΛQCD
T

)p
for T � ΛQCD,

m0 for T � ΛQCD.

(3.12)

Here ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV, λ ≈ 0.1, p ≈ 4, and the zero-temperature mass is given by [43, 44]

m0 ≈ 6× 10−6 eV
(

1012 GeV
f

)
. (3.13)

Let us again suppose the helical fields to be composed of hidden photons with a red-
shifting behavior FF̃ ∝ a−4, and that the universe becomes radiation-dominated by the time
when H = m. The calculations can be carried out similarly to the previous section, except
for that now the axion mass also varies in time. We focus on axions with decay constants of
f . 1017 GeV, for which the Hubble rate becomes equal to the axion mass at temperatures
Tm & ΛQCD, giving m(Tm) ' λm0(ΛQCD/Tm)p.

We begin by considering FF̃ whose amplitude is so large that the onset of the axion
oscillation is delayed to times when the cosmic temperature has dropped below the QCD
scale, i.e. Ttr . ΛQCD . Tm. For this case the mass is already a constant when the oscillation
begins, i.e., m(Ttr) ' m0, so the relic abundance for constant-mass axions (3.7) applies by
simply replacing m → m0. However the lower bound on FF̃ is now stronger, as we are
imposing Ttr . ΛQCD. We slightly modify this condition to λ(ΛQCD/Ttr)p > 1 so that
m(Ttr) ' m0 under the expression (3.12); then by solving for Ttr as discussed around (3.5),
one finds the bound ∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )0

∣∣∣∣ > 1
2

( 45
2π2

)5/6 g∗(Ttr)1/2

g∗s(Ttr)4/3
m0f

2s
4/3
0

λ2/pΛ2
QCDMPl

. (3.14)

Also noting that the zero-temperature mass of the QCD axion is a function of the decay
constant, cf. (3.13), and plugging in numbers, the abundance is obtained as

Ωθh
2∼ 10−1

( |α|∆NE·B
10−11

)3/2( f

1012 GeV

)−3/2
for |α|∆NE·B & 10−6

(
f

1012 GeV

)
. (3.15)

Even if FF̃ is not as large as shown in (3.15), it still impacts the QCD axion abundance
as long as it is large enough to delay the onset of the oscillation to times when H < m,
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namely, if ΛQCD . Ttr < Tm. In this case the mass continues to vary in time after the axion
trapping. The lower bound for FF̃ arises from (2.21), which turns out to take exactly the
same form as (3.4). One can solve for Ttr using m(Ttr) ' λm0(ΛQCD/Ttr)p, and derive the
relic abundance as

ρθ0 = c

{
2π2

45
g∗s(Ttr)

λΛpQCDm
2
0f

2s0

} 1
p+2

{
2
( 45

2π2

)1/6 g∗s(Ttr)1/3

g∗(Ttr)1/2

∣∣∣∣ α8π (FF̃ )0

∣∣∣∣ m0MPl

s
1/3
0

} p+3
p+2

. (3.16)

Thus we find

Ωθh
2 ∼ 10−1

( |α|∆NE·B
10−12

)7/6 ( f

1012 GeV

)−7/6

for 10−12
(

f

1012 GeV

)2
. |α|∆NE·B . 10−6

(
f

1012 GeV

)
.

(3.17)

The lower bound on |α|∆NE·B is equivalent to that in (3.7), however the reference value
for f has been changed.

An even smaller FF̃ merely shifts the axion field value prior to the onset of the oscillation
at H ∼ m, and the abundance takes the familiar expression (2.20) from the conventional
misalignment scenario [35]:

Ωθh
2 ∼ 10−1 θ2

m

(
f

1012 GeV

)7/6
for |α|∆NE·B . 10−12

(
f

1012 GeV

)2
. (3.18)

In summary, the relic abundance of the QCD axion takes the forms (3.15), (3.17),
and (3.18), depending on the amplitude of the FF̃ background. One immediately finds
that the expression (3.15) in the large |α|∆NE·B regime gives Ωθh

2 & 106, indicating an
overproduction of axion dark matter. (Note that this simply implies that the axion density
would be much larger than the measured value of the critical density, but it does not mean
that the axion would actually “overclose” the universe.) We also note that the condition for
significant backreaction (3.11) applies for the QCD axion in exactly the same form, as its
derivation is independent of the time evolution of the mass.

In figure 3, we show the axion window in terms of f and |α|∆NE·B. On the left edge of
the blue region, i.e. f ∼ 1012 GeV, the axion makes up the entire dark matter abundance in
the conventional misalignment scenario (cf. (3.18)), with an initial angle |θm| ≈ 1. Inside the
blue region, axion dark matter is overproduced unless the initial angle is tuned to |θm| � 1.
The condition (2.21) is satisfied in the left side of the red solid line, where the relic abundance
directly depends on the helical field amplitude as (3.15) or (3.17). Ωθh

2 ≈ 0.1 is realized on
the lower edge of the red region, where the abundance is given by (3.17), and inside the red
region axion dark matter is overproduced. Putting together the regions affected/unaffected
by the helical fields, the black dashed line shows where Ωθh

2 ≈ 0.1 without a fine-tuned
initial condition. The backreaction from the axion to the helical fields become non-negligible,
i.e. (3.11), on the left side of the purple dotted line for |α| = 10−6, and the purple dot-
dashed line for |α| = 10−2. (These values of |α| give ∆NE·B ≤ 10−1 and a negligibly
small decay rate of the axion into hidden photons in the entire displayed area.) In these
backreaction regions the results (3.15) and (3.17) may become invalid. The green region is
excluded by astrophysical studies setting lower bounds of f & 108 GeV on the QCD axion
decay constant [45]. For axions marginally satisfying this astrophysical bound, one sees
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Figure 3. QCD axion window in the presence of helical electromagnetic fields. Axes are the axion
decay constant (bottom), zero-temperature mass (top), and the amplitude of the helical fields (left).
The axion makes up the entire dark matter density on the black dashed line. The helical fields
enhance the axion abundance on the left side of the red solid line, and overproduce axion dark matter
in the red region. The blue region shows where axion dark matter is overproduced in the conventional
vacuum misalignment scenario, unless the misalignment angle is tuned. The green region is excluded
from astrophysical observations. Backreactions from the axion to the helical fields are non-negligible
on the left side of the purple dotted (dot-dashed) lines for |α| = 10−6 (10−2).

from the plot that the oscillation is delayed by helical fields as small as |α|∆NE·B ∼ 10−20.
Moreover, for |α|∆NE·B & 10−12, the conventional QCD axion window 108 GeV . f .
1012 GeV is completely closed.6 In the conventional misalignment scenario, for axions with
f < 1012 GeV to make up the entire dark matter abundance, one would need to invoke a
tuned initial condition of |θ|m ≈ π so that the abundance receives anharmonic enhancements,
although this would also enhance isocurvature perturbations and thus is constrained by CMB
measurements [46]. We find that helical electromagnetic fields can allow such low-f axions
to be abundantly produced without invoking anharmonic effects.

4 Conclusions and discussion

Our main message is that primordial electromagnetic fields can strongly impact the cosmic
evolution of axions, and vice versa. In this paper, we have shown that helical electromagnetic
fields coherently excited in the early universe induce a field velocity to the coupled axion.
If the amplitude of E · B is large enough such that the induced kinetic energy of the axion
is larger than the height of the axion potential at the time when H ∼ m, then the axion
continues to roll in one direction and the onset of the axion oscillation is delayed, leading to an
enhancement of the final axion abundance. For a QCD axion coupled to a hidden U(1) gauge

6This can also be derived from (3.17) and (3.18) which indicate that, for θ2
m ∼ 1 and a fixed |α|∆NE·B ,

the axion abundance is minimized at f ∼ 1018 GeV (|α|∆NE·B)1/2 as (Ωθh2)min ∼ 106(|α|∆NE·B)7/12.
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field, the abundance was derived as (3.15), (3.17), and (3.18), depending on the helical field
amplitude. In particular, we found that the conventional window 108 GeV . f . 1012 GeV
becomes completely closed due to overproduction of axion dark matter, with helical fields
as small as |α|∆NE·B & 10−12, where α is the gauge coupling and ∆NE·B parametrizes the
amplitude of E ·B in terms of the effective extra relativistic degrees of freedom. Comparing
with the current observational constraint on extra radiation ∆NE·B . 10−1, there is a wide
range of parameters for which hidden helical fields trigger an overproduction of the QCD
axion. For an axion-like particle with a constant mass, its abundance is given by (3.7)
and (3.8). The window of axion-like particles was also found to be significantly modified by
rather weak helical fields. One implication of the results is that, for axions in the ultralight
mass range m . 10−21 eV to make up the entire dark matter and leave distinct signatures
in the small-scale structures of the universe, the required value of the decay constant in the
presence of an E · B becomes f � 1017 GeV, being much smaller than in the conventional
misalignment scenario. Our results can further be used to put constraints on early universe
models that give rise to helical electromagnetic fields, from the requirement that axion dark
matter not be overproduced.

In order to explicitly compute the axion abundance, we focused on a case where the axion
couples to a hidden U(1) field; this field was considered to make up helical electromagnetic
fields that are homogeneous over the entire observable universe, and whose dot product
redshifts as E · B ∝ a−4. We also supposed the spontaneous breaking of the global U(1)
symmetry to happen before inflation. Let us comment on each of these assumptions and
discuss directions for further study.

• SM/hidden, Abelian/non-Abelian gauge field. We mainly considered a hidden U(1)
gauge field that is decoupled from the SM, such that the hidden electric field survives
the reheating epoch. However we remark that the SM electromagnetic field can also
enhance the axion abundance, if the reheating temperature is sufficiently low and the
conductivity of the universe stays tiny7 until the time when H ∼ m. It would also be
interesting to apply our discussions to non-Abelian gauge fields and study effects from,
for instance, color electromagnetic fields.

• Homogeneous/inhomogeneous electromagnetic fields. The actual spectrum of primor-
dial electromagnetic fields depends on the excitation mechanism of the gauge fields. We
have considered the Fourier modes of the electromagnetic fields to be concentrated at
wavelengths larger than the present Hubble radius, and studied uniform effects on the
axion in the entire visible universe. If instead the fields have small-wavelength compo-
nents, then the axion is forced to move differently in each patch of the universe. This
gives rise to isocurvature perturbations of the axion density, and even the formation of
axionic domain walls if the helical field amplitude is sufficiently large. Inhomogeneous
electromagnetic fields also imply that the (dark) radiation density itself fluctuates,
which may be constrained from observations.

• Redshifting of helical electromagnetic fields. We discussed in appendix A that E · B
may exhibit a redshifting behavior other than the radiation-like ∝ a−4, depending on
how it is originally produced. In such cases, the dependence of the axion abundance
on ∆NE·B would be modified from our results.

7The misalignment scenario with late reheating is discussed in [47–49]. We should also note that the
evolution of the conductivity depends not only on the reheating temperature, but also on the details of the
reheating process.
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• Spontaneous symmetry breaking before/after inflation. We focused on cases where the
global U(1) breaks before inflation, and studied how the vacuum misalignment scenario
is affected by the presence of helical electromagnetic fields. Here we note that the
conventional misalignment scenario assumes that during inflation the Hubble rate is
larger than the axion mass; otherwise the axion would be stabilized at the potential
minimum and thus the axion particles cannot be produced. However, even with a low-
scale inflation whose Hubble rate is smaller than the axion mass, helical electromagnetic
fields can kick the axion out of the vacuum and produce axion dark matter. (See
also [21, 22] for a closely related idea.) On the other hand, a symmetry breaking after
inflation gives rise to cosmic strings and domain walls. Helical fields should also have
an effect on this scenario, especially on the formation of the walls due to the periodic
axion potential.

• Generation of helical electromagnetic fields. The primary goal of the present work is to
illustrate the impact of helical electromagnetic fields on the axion evolution, and hence
we did not specify how the helical fields have been generated. Clearly an important
direction for further work is investigating the generation mechanisms, which is also
required for understanding the redshifting behavior of the helical fields in the later
universe. For a recent study of a generation model for large-scale helical fields, see
e.g. [50].

• Axion-induced UV cascade of helical electromagnetic fields. Our simple estimates sug-
gest that an axion induces helical electromagnetic fields to undergo a UV cascade, when
the condition (2.17) is satisfied. If true, this would provide an absolute upper bound
on the amplitude of large-scale helical electromagnetic fields in our universe, in terms
of the axion coupling. It is also important to understand the axion abundance in this
cascading regime.

• Further imprints. In addition to affecting the axion field dynamics, primordial (hidden)
electromagnetic fields can induce conversions between axions and (hidden) photons [51,
52]. The helical electromagnetic background can also leave parity-violating signatures
in cosmological observations (see e.g. [53] for signals from helical SM magnetic fields).
It will be interesting to systematically analyze the range of signals arising in a universe
with axions and primordial electromagnetic fields.

The effects listed here can provide us with further opportunities to probe the interplay
between axions and primordial electromagnetic fields. We leave a detailed study of them
to future work.
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A Early cosmological evolution of helical electromagnetic fields

We study the cosmological evolution of helical electromagnetic fields that have been produced
in the early universe, and show that they do not necessarily redshift in a radiation-like manner
in a vacuum as one would naively expect. The discussion here closely follows the work [54].

A.1 Model with a time-dependent and parity-violating background

In this appendix we assume the helical electromagnetic fields to arise from a background that
spontaneously breaks time diffeomorphisms as well as parity. As a simple toy example, we
study the following U(1) gauge field theory,

S = 1
4

∫
d4x
√
−g

[
−I(τ)2FµνF

µν + J(τ)FµνF̃µν
]
. (A.1)

The dual field strength is defined as in (2.2), and we fix the metric to a flat FRW,
ds2 = a(τ)2(−dτ2 + dx2). The explicit time dependence of the coefficients I and J are un-
derstood to arise from couplings to other coherent degrees of freedom, such as a time-evolving
scalar (see e.g. [7, 8, 10–14, 55, 56] for explicit models). These time-dependent coefficients
violate the Weyl invariance of the Yang-Mills action and enables the production of electro-
magnetic fields in a Weyl-flat spacetime. The term J(τ)FF̃ further violates parity and thus
allows the fields to be helical.8 I(τ)2 is assumed to be positive definite.

The spatial components of the gauge field can be decomposed into irrotational and
incompressible parts,

Aµ = (A0, ∂iS + Vi) with ∂iVi = 0, (A.2)

where a sum over repeated spatial indices is implied irrespective of their positions. Noting
that A0 is a Lagrange multiplier whose constraint equation under proper boundary conditions
gives A0 = S′ (a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the conformal time τ), one can
eliminate both A0 and S from the action to yield, up to surface terms,

S = 1
2

∫
dτd3x

[
I2(V ′i V ′i − ∂iVj ∂iVj)− J ′ε0ijlVi∂jVl

]
. (A.3)

Here we have written the totally antisymmetric pseudotensor as ηµνρσ = −√−gεµνρσ using
a Levi-Civita symbol with |ε0123| = 1 and ε0123 = ε0123.

We introduce two orthonormal polarization vectors e1
i (k) and e2

i (k) that satisfy

epi (k) ki = 0, epi (k) eqi (k) = δpq, for p, q = {1, 2} , (A.4)

and their combinations,
e±i (k) = 1√

2

(
e1
i (k)± ie2

i (k)
)
. (A.5)

It can be checked that these vectors satisfy

e+
i (k) e−j (k) + e−i (k) e+

j (k) = δij −
kikj
k2 , ε0ijlkje

±
l (k) = ∓ike±i (k). (A.6)

8A general gauge field theory with spontaneously broken time diffeomorphisms can further include terms
such as K(τ)F 0

µ F
0µ, which yields a variable speed of light [57]. However the model of (A.1) is good enough

for our purpose of studying the redshifting behaviors of electromagnetic fields after they are produced.
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Here k ≡
√
kiki, and we have chosen the directions of the polarization vectors such that the

signs in the right hand side of the second equation are as shown. We further require the
polarization vectors to satisfy

e1
i (k)∗ = e1

i (k), e2
i (k)∗ = e2

i (k), e1
i (−k) = e1

i (k), e2
i (−k) = −e2

i (k), (A.7)

so that
e±i (k)∗ = e∓i (k), e±i (−k) = e∓i (k). (A.8)

A.2 Canonical quantization
We now quantize the gauge field by promoting Vi to an operator,

Vi(τ,x) =
∫

d3k

(2π)3

[
e+
i (k)

{
eik·xaku

+
k (τ) + e−ik·xb†ku

−
k (τ)∗

}
+e−i (k)

{
eik·xbku

−
k (τ) + e−ik·xa†ku

+
k (τ)∗

}]
,

(A.9)

where we take the mode functions u±k (τ) to obey the equations of motion,

u±′′k + 2I
′

I
u±′k +

(
k2 ± J ′

I2k

)
u±k = 0, (A.10)

and the time-independent annihilation and creation operators to have the commutation re-
lations,

[ak, a
†
q] = [bk, b

†
q] = (2π)3 δ(3)(k − q),

[ak, aq] = [bk, bq] = [ak, bq] = [ak, b
†
q] = · · · = 0.

(A.11)

We also take Vi and its conjugate momentum obtained from the action S =
∫
dτd3xL as

Πi = ∂L/∂V ′i = I2V ′i , to obey the equal-time commutation relations

[Vi(τ,x), Πj(τ,y)] = i

∫
d3k

(2π)3 e
ik·(x−y)

(
δij −

kikj
k2

)
,

[Vi(τ,x), Vj(τ,y)] = [Πi(τ,x), Πj(τ,y)] = 0.
(A.12)

The two set of commutation relations are consistent with each other when the mode functions
are independent of the direction of k, i.e., u±k = u±k , and obey the normalization condition

I2
(
u±k u

±′∗
k − u±∗k u±′k

)
= i. (A.13)

Then, defining the vacuum state by ak|0〉 = bk|0〉 = 0 for ∀k, we can compute the
correlation functions of the electromagnetic fields (2.7),

〈0|Xµ(τ,x)Y µ(τ,y)|0〉 =
∫

d3k

4πk3 e
ik·(x−y)PXY (τ, k), where X,Y = {E,B} . (A.14)

The power spectrum for each combination of the fields are given in terms of the mode
functions as

PEE = k3

2π2a4

∑
p=±
|up ′k |

2, PBB = k5

2π2a4

∑
p=±
|upk|

2, PEB = k4

4π2a4

(
|u−k |

2−|u+
k |

2
)′
. (A.15)

We thus clearly see that a correlation between the electric and magnetic fields PEB reflects
an asymmetry between the two helicity modes. If the two modes start from the same initial
condition (vacuum), then the difference can arise only from the difference in their time evolu-
tions, which is sourced by the time dependence of J , as seen in the equation of motion (A.10).
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A.3 Redshifting of electromagnetic fields within Maxwell theory

Let us assume that after the helical electromagnetic fields have been produced by the time-
varying I and J , the coefficients approach I2 = 1 and J ′ = 0, recovering the standard
Maxwell theory. Then the mode functions reduce to a sum of plane waves,

u±k = 1√
2k

(
α±k e

−ikτ + β±k e
ikτ
)
, (A.16)

where α±k and β±k are time-independent complex numbers satisfying |α±k |2 − |β
±
k |2 = 1 as

required by the normalization condition (A.13). Note that |β±k |2 corresponds to the number
of photons with polarization ±, per six-dimensional comoving phase volume. Thus we have

|u±k |
2 = 1

2k

[
1 + 2 |β±k |

2 + 2 |β±k |
√

1 + |β±k |2 cos
{

arg(α±k β
±∗
k )− 2kτ

}]
,

|u±′k |
2 = k

2

[
1 + 2 |β±k |

2 − 2 |β±k |
√

1 + |β±k |2 cos
{

arg(α±k β
±∗
k )− 2kτ

}]
,

(|u±k |
2)′ = 2 |β±k |

√
1 + |β±k |2 sin

{
arg(α±k β

±∗
k )− 2kτ

}
,

(A.17)

with which the power spectra of the electromagnetic fields (A.15) can be evaluated.9 The
explicit values of the constants |β±k | and arg(α±k β

±∗
k ) depend on the gauge field-producing

model described by I(τ) and J(τ). Below we present two brief case studies where the electro-
magnetic correlators redshift in radiation-like and non-radiation-like manners, respectively.

Radiation-like redshifting. Suppose that the + mode has been exclusively produced so
that |β+

k |2 � |β
−
k |2, 1. Further assuming that the phase {arg(α+

k β
+∗
k )− 2kτ} is not close to

nπ (n = 0,±1,±2, · · · ) such that the leading terms in the expressions of (A.17) do not cancel
each other or vanish, then we see that the magnitudes of the three types of correlators are
all of the same order,

PEE ∼ PBB ∼ |PEB| ∼
k4

a4 |β
+
k |

2. (A.18)

In this case, all power spectra exhibit a radiation-like redshifting of PXY ∝ a−4.

Non-radiation-like redshifting. For the second case, we expand the phase around π as

arg(α±k β
±∗
k )− 2kτ ≡ π + θ±k , (A.19)

and suppose that this phase parameter and photon density satisfy the following relations,

1
|β±k |2

� |θ±k | � 1, |θ−k |
n|β−k |

2 � |θ+
k |
n|β+

k |
2 for n = 0, 1, 2. (A.20)

It then follows that the power spectra are approximated by

PEE '
k4

π2a4 |β
+
k |

2, PBB '
k4

4π2a4 (θ+
k )2 |β+

k |
2, PEB '

k4

2π2a4 θ
+
k |β

+
k |

2, (A.21)

9Using (A.17) one also obtains 〈ρA〉 = 〈EµEµ + BµB
µ〉/2 > |〈EµBµ〉| by evaluating the correlation

functions at a single spacetime point. This inequality is slightly different from (2.8) due to the zero-point
fluctuations, however we remark that this computation is too naive and a more rigorous treatment in the
coincidence limit [58] would be necessary for discussing this inequality relation at the quantum level.
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which entails a hierarchy PEE � |PEB| � PBB. (The case with an inverted hierarchy
PEE � |PEB| � PBB can be realized under arg(α±k β

±∗
k )− 2kτ ≈ 0.)

Now, considering that the conformal time in an FRW universe typically scales as
τ ∼ (aH)−1 + const. with H = a′/a2 being the Hubble rate, let us suppose the phase param-
eter to evolve in time as θ+

k ∝ (aH)−1. Then it follows that the power spectra redshift as

PEE ∝
1
a4 , PBB ∝

1
a6H2 , PEB ∝

1
a5H

. (A.22)

Thus in a decelerating universe, the BB and EB power redshift slower than a−4. These
scaling behaviors can also be understood from Faraday’s law of induction. For further dis-
cussions on this point, and also for explicit models that produce electromagnetic fields with
such non-radiation-like scalings, the reader is referred to [54].
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